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ABSTRACT
With the rapid growth of digital photography, sharing of pho-
tos with friends and family has become very popular. When
people share their photos, they usually organize them in al-
bums according to events or places. To tell the story of some
important events in one’s life, it is desirable to have an effi-
cient summarization tool which can help people to get a quick
overview of an album containing huge number of photos. In
this paper, we analyze an approach for photo album summa-
rization through a novel social game “Epitome” as a Facebook
application. This social game can collect research data and,
at the same time, it provides a collage or a cover photo of the
user’s photo album, while, at the same time, the user enjoys
playing the game. As a benchmark comparison to this game,
we performed automatic visual analysis considering several
state-of-the-art features.
Index Terms— photo summarization, social game, social
networks, Facebook application, visual analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid growth of digital photography in recent years has in-
creased the size of personal photo collections. People use
their digital cameras or mobile phones equipped with cam-
eras to take photos. Beside storing them on computer hard
drives, people also share their digital photos with friends,
family and colleagues through social networks. Facebook
(http://www.facebook.com), Flickr (http://www.
flickr.com) and Picasa (http://picasa.google.
com) are examples of such photo sharing web sites. Some
people also print their photos on post cards, calendars or
photo books, often to give them as presents or to create phys-
ical souvenirs.
Users usually organize their photos in albums (collec-
tions) based on places, events or people. By sharing these
albums with others, they want to tell their own stories of some
important events in their life, such as birthday party, vacation,
wedding, or birth of a baby. It can be very time-consuming
to go through all photos in one album, and therefore summa-
rization is an effective way to help getting a quick overview
of a set of photos. Album summarization can be defined as
selecting a set of photos from a larger collection which best
represents the visual information of the entire collection. Se-
lected photos can be used to create a collage of a given album,
a cover for an album, or to be included in a photo book.
In this paper, we analyse an approach for photo album
summarization through a novel social game “Epitome” intro-
duced by Ivanov et al. in [1], which is extended to a Face-
book application. The main idea of this approach is to show
a reduced set of photos from a Facebook album, ask users to
play the game and then integrate results of all users in order
to produce a summarization for the whole album. There are
two games involved in this approach to album summariza-
tion: “Select the Best!” and “Split it!”. In the first game, a
user has to select the most representative (appealing) photo
of a reduced set of images. The goal of the second game
is to split a reduced set into two distinct parts in order to
mimic separation of one album into different events. The re-
sults achieved in the two games are compared with those of
other users, and every user receives a score based on his/her
performance. A sequence of photos which gets the highest
number of users’ votes represents a summarization sequence
of photos. The proof of concept of the proposed method is
demonstrated through a set of experiments on several photo
collections. Moreover, we compare results obtained by this
game with an automatic image selection, making use of vi-
sual and time features.
The paper is organized as follows. The social game ap-
plication and its implementation is presented in Section 3.
Experiments and results are discussed in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary and some per-
spectives for future study.
2. RELATEDWORK
Current state-of-the-art techniques are based on automatic
summarization which considers time separated events, spatial
information using GPS coordinates and content-based image
similarities. Susumu et al. [2] developed an interface for au-
tomatic personal photo structuring based on the time differ-
ence between two consecutive photos in order to determine
different events. Naaman et al. [3] developed a system which
does automatic organization of digital photographs consider-
ing the geographic location of photo or event based descrip-
tion extracted from user tags. Combination of spatial, tem-
poral and content-based similarity is then used for photo col-
lection clustering. This clustering can be used for photo nav-
igation and search for different categories, such as elevation,
season, time of the day, location, weather status, temperature
and time zone. Once photos are clustered, different page lay-
outs should be considered. Atkins [4] proposed a photo col-
lection page layout generation method based on a hierarchi-
cal partition of the page, which provides explicit control over
the aspect ratios and relative areas of photos. This approach
attempts to maximize page coverage without having overlap-
ping photos. Geigel and Loui [5] emphasized aesthetic side of
a page layout for image collections. They used a genetic algo-
rithm to optimize aspects such as balance and symmetry for
a good placement of images in the personalized album pages.
An automatic summarization has its limitations. There is a
gap between what people think the summary should look like
and what we get with an automatic summarization.
Regarding content based image similarity, different visual
features have been used in automatic photo album summa-
rization. Bag of Words (BoW) model is based on histogram
of local features [6]. Zhang et al. [7] presented a compar-
ative study on different local features on texture and object
recognition tasks based on global histogram of features. BoW
method gives a robust, simple, and efficient solution for mea-
suring image similarity without considering the spatial infor-
mation in image. BoW mostly uses local feature descriptors,
the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [8], which is
based on an approximation of the human visual perception. A
faster version of SIFT descriptor with comparable accuracy,
called Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF), is proposed in
[9]. Another popular feature is the Histogram of Oriented
Gradient (HOG) [10]. It is a grid based histogram on gradi-
ent information of the image. This feature was first proposed
for human detection, while the recent literature also consider
it for general image retrieval. In this paper we use feature
called ”tiny”, which is a simple 32x32 color images, resized
from the original image. Motivated by psychophysical results
showing the remarkable tolerance of the human visual system
to degradations in image resolution, this feature was evaluated
in [11].
Ames and Naaman [12] showed that providing incentives
to the user in form of entertainment or rewards, e.g. games,
can motivate them to tag photos in online and mobile environ-
ments. Gaming also provides a new way of motivating people
to make the subjective data acquisition interesting and enjoy-
able. The most famous examples of these kind of games are
the ESP Game and Peekaboom, developed for collecting in-
formation about image content. In ESP Game [13], two play-
ers, who are not allowed to communicate with each other, are
asked to enter a textual label which describes a shown image.
The aim of each user is to enter the same word as his/her part-
ner in the shortest possible time. In Peekaboom game [14],
one player is given a word related to the shown image, and
the aim is to communicate that word to the other player by
revealing portions of the image, while the second player sees
an empty black space in the beginning. This idea served as
a basis for several other games, such as video tagging, music
description and tagging, tag description, object segmentation,
visual preference and image similarities. The social game
presented in this paper can collect research data and, at the
same time, it provides a collage or a cover photo of the user’s
photo album, while, at the same time, the user enjoys playing
a game. In this way, both users and research community can
benefit.
3. EPITOME GAME
The goal of this application is to provide an intuitive and en-
joyable user interface as a Facebook application, which cre-
ates and annotates photo collages for Facebook photo albums.
Therefore, the game “Epitome” is created, which can provide
its potential users with many pleasant hours while playing it,
and enjoying photos. At the same time, it determines the most
representative photos of a user’s photo album and provides
useful research data.
The scenario of the game is as follows. A Facebook user,
in this paper denoted as a player, installs the game and allows
access to his/her photo gallery, as shown in Figure 1. Then,
the player can select between two games. In both games, 9
consecutive photos are selected from one of the Facebook al-
bums chosen randomly. In the first game, called “Select the
Best!”, 9 images are shown to the player and he/she has to
choose the best representative photo. If the player chooses
the photo which is the most frequently selected by other play-
ers, then player’s score increases. The second game is called
“Split it!”, where the player should split images into two parts
which have distinct semantic meanings. In this game, the pho-
tos are shown in the time order in which they were captured.
The time stamp is extracted from EXIF tags associated to each
photo. The results of “Select the Best!” and “Split it!” games
are combined to form a score and if a user reaches a certain
score level, then the photos for the collage of the user’s photo
album are shown to the owner. Therefore, the player can get
a feedback from all other players, regarding his/her Facebook
photo albums. The game has appealing look using different
visual and audio effects, as shown in Figure 1.
The application calculates three different values:
Importance, Segmentation and UserScore.
Importance value is determined in the “Select the Best!”
game for each photo album separately. The goal of this
game is to select the most representative photo of the par-
ticular Facebook album of K = 9 photos given the fact that
the players can select only one representative photo among
K randomly chosen photos. A feature vector BestSmalln,
n 2 [1; N ], is calculated for each player, n among N players,
as follows:
BestSmalln = [ n;1; n;2; n;3; : : : ; n;K ];
(1)
where n;k 2 f0; 1g, for k 2 [1;K], is either 1 or 0 depend-
Fig. 1. Main game selection, “Select the Best!” screenshots
of the games are shown.
ing on whether the corresponding photo is chosen as the most
representative photo. This vector is then expanded to a vector
Bestn of dimension M , where M is the size of a particular
Facebook album, as follows:








where y 2 [1;M   K + 1] is the index of the first photo
shown to the player. A vector BestFreq of dimension M
stores the frequency of all photos that appear in the game.
An M -dimensional vector BestCount is then calculated as:
BestCount =
P
nBestn, n 2 [1; N ]. At the end, we per-






which is anM -dimensional vector showing the distribution of
the most representative photos within one Facebook album.
Segmentation vector is calculated in “Split it!” game
for each photo album separately in an analogous way as ex-
plained for Importance value. It shows the frequency with
which each photo in one album is selected as a starting photo
in a new segment.
Finally, vectors Importance and Segmentation are
used to automatically select L = 5 most representative pho-
tos within one Facebook photo album. At first, the par-
ticular album is segmented into L most probable segments
by determining L   1 maximum values from the vector
Segmentation. For each of these segments, a photo with
the highest score in the vector Importance is chosen. These
L photos represent a collage of the album, which is shown to
the owner of that album, if he/she reaches a certain level of
UserScore.
UserScore value is defined to motivate players to play this
game frequently. In the “Select the Best!” game, the player
increases his/her own UserScore if he/she selects the photo
which has the highest Importance value among 9 photos.
The same approach is used in “Split it!” game, where the
player increases his/her UserScore if he/she separates 9 pho-
tos at the place where Segmentation value is the highest
among 9 photos. Initial UserScore is set to 0.
4. EVALUATION
Creation of a photo summary is always a very subjective task,
and thus the evaluation of a summary is difficult. We asked
participants (users) to create a ground truth for 6 photo col-
lections. The ground truth contains the most representative
photos for the whole dataset (6 collections). In this section,
the dataset used and experiments are described.
4.1. Dataset
The dataset used in our experiments is the official dataset from
“HP Challenge 2010: High Impact Visual Communication” at
the “Multimedia Grand Challenge 2010” [15]. Some example
photos are shown in Figure 2. It consists of 6 datasets, each
with 20 photos. These datasets cover photos that are usu-
ally taken during a vacation, describing a variety of topics:
photos depicting different landmarks and famous sightseeing
places, photos with parents and kids, and photos of cars, flow-
Fig. 2. Some example photos for each of 6 datasets. Photos
in each row belong to different datasets. The datasets cover
a large variety of objects and scenes usually taken during a
vacation.
ers and sea animals. Figure 5 provides example photos of the
datasets.
4.2. Experiments
To collect the ground truth data and to evaluate the designed
photo selection tool (social game), we conducted two experi-
ments. Since there are different criteria upon which a human
user would rate digital photos, we first constructed a ground
truth by asking different people for their subjective opinion
about photos and then tested the algorithm against the ground
truth data. We recruited 63 participants, among whom 61%
were males and 39% were females, aged 18  65, with differ-
ent backgrounds and cultural differences.
In the collection of the ground truth data, participants
were shown 20 photos which belong to the same dataset (col-
lection or album). The task of the participants was to select
the 5 most representative photos of the whole album, while
looking at all photos of that album.
Then, participants were asked to play two games “Select
the Best!” and “Split it!” with a dataset from Section 4.1. The
results obtained from these games are used to assess the per-
formance of the approach by comparing them with the ground
truth and results from automatic visual analysis.
Furthermore, we performed automatic photo album sum-
marization considering different visual and temporal features.
At first ”Bag of Words” method based on SURF features,
”Histogram of Oriented Gradients”, ”HSV Color histogram”
and ”Tiny” features are extracted. Where ”Tiny” feature is
used as benchmark representing scaled 32X32 grayscale tiny
images. The dimensions of the features are around 1000.
Moreover creation ”Time” stamp is extracted from EXIF for
further analysis. We segment the album into 5 parts by ex-
tracting the four highest Euclidean distances of the consecu-
tive photos’ features. For each image in the particular seg-
ment, we calculate the sum of the Euclidean distances be-
tween that feature of the photo and the rest of the image fea-
tures in the segment. The image with the lowest sum is then
selected as the most representative photo in that segment. Dif-
ferent features can be used for segmentation and to select the
most representative photo in the segments. Therefore we cal-
culated the performance of 20 different feature pairs.
4.3. Results and analysis
For simplicity of the explanation on how this approach was
evaluated, let us consider only one dataset with M = 20
photos. First, a ground truth data is collected. Every user
n among N = 63 users is asked to select the 5 most rep-
resentative photos. After his/her participation in collecting
the ground truth data, the corresponding feature vector Fulln,
n 2 [1; N ], is formed as follows:
Fulln = [ n;1; n;2; n;3; : : : ; n;M ]; (4)
where n;m 2 f0; 1g, for m 2 [1;M ], takes either 1 or 0
depending on whether the corresponding photo is chosen as
one of the representative photos or not. Feature vectors of the
users i and j, i; j 2 [1; N ], are then compared to each other
and the score of their matching Si;j is calculated as:
Si;j = Fulli  FullTj (5)
In other words, the higher the number of identical photos
that are chosen by two users, the better will be the score of
the match between them. Note that the maximum score of the






The maximum value in the vector Scorei shows the best per-
forming participant who has the highest number of selected
photos which are matched with all other users. The maxi-
mum possible value of the score is 5XN , which in our case
becomes 315. These results are considered as the ground truth
data and compared with the results obtained from the games
in order to prove the concept of the approach. All computa-
tions are repeated in a similar way for all 6 datasets.
Furthermore, the results obtained in this game are com-
pared with the results of an automatic image selection by
making use of visual and time features. We calculated the
performance of 20 different feature pairs as shown in Figure
3. The result shows that the best performance is achieved
Fig. 3. Comparison between different visual feature. The best
result is achieved with ”color histogram” feature for “Split it!”
and also for “Select the best!” task.
by ”Color histogram” for both, album segmentation and best
photo selection in the segment. Which shows the robustness
of the ”Color histogram” features to any kind of images.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the participants’ scores,
including the choice of the proposed method and the auto-
matic visual analysis. All scores are sorted in a descending
order. These results look promising. As we can see, the scores
of the proposed method have a small relative distance from
the best ground truth scores achieved in our experiments. In
average, this approach achieves 80% of the best score for each
dataset, which proves the concept of the game. It also outper-
form the automatic visual analysis. For datasets 3 and 5, this
value is even higher, i.e. about 95%. The most representa-
tive photos for one of the datasets selected by the proposed
method are shown in Figure 5.
Finally, we discuss user feedback related to the game and
automatic summarization as shown in Table 1. The main dis-
advantage of this game is that the user has to wait maybe
several days for the generated album collage, however we
showed that it outperforms the automatic analysis. The main
advantage of the game is that the user enjoys it and they re-




Processing time - +
Fun ++ +
Friends involvement ++ -
Table 1. Comparison between automatic visual summariza-
tion and Epitome social game.

























Fig. 4. The distribution of the participants’ scores. The re-
sults of the proposed method are shown with square mark-
ers and the results of automatic visual analysis with circle
marker. Different colors of the markers correspond to differ-
ent datasets. The results are promising and prove the concept
of the approach.
Fig. 5. Photos from the dataset 3. The most representa-
tive photos selected by the proposed method are marked with
green bounding box, while the red bounding box denotes pho-
tos selected by making use of color histogram.
5. CONCLUSION
With the rapid growth of digital photography, sharing of pho-
tos with friends and family has become very popular. When
people share their photos, they usually organize them in al-
bums according to events or places. To tell the story of some
important events, it is desirable to have an efficient summa-
rization tool which can help people to get a quick overview of
an album containing a huge number of photos.
In this paper, we analyzed a social games for an album
summarization on Facebook. The proof of concept of these
games was demonstrated and validated through a set of exper-
iments on several photo collections. The results of our exper-
iments show that the summarization game achieves 80% of
the best score of different participants and significantly out-
performs automatic visual summarization methods.
As a future study, we will include in this approach more
sophisticated visual analysis and make the game more attrac-
tive for users.
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